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InternatIonal arbItratIon

New ArbitrAtioN rules —  
New ChAlleNges

Dr. Slipachuk, chartereD arbitrator, 
partner with Sayenko kharenko, 
preSiDent of the ukrainian arbitration 
aSSociation (uaa), iS internationally 
recognizeD aS a market-leaDing expert 
in hanDling arbitration caSeS in variouS 
capacitieS; liSteD aS an arbitrator in 
major arbitral inStitutionS in europe, 
uSa anD aSia

mS. perepelynSka, counSel with 
Sayenko kharenko, boarD member 
of the uaa, haS acteD aS counSel anD 
arbitrator in over 70 international 
anD DomeStic arbitral proceeDingS 
unDer variety of arbitration ruleS, 
incluDing icc, lcia, Scc, icac 
(kiev), icac (moScow), gafta, 
uncitral arbitration ruleS

when the dispute is referred to arbitra-
tion, the applicable edition of the arbi-
tration rules is determined by the institu-
tion itself — according to the provision 
of the new rules, if adopted. The general 
rule for such a situation is to apply the 
new edition of the rules to any arbitral 
proceedings initiated after this edition 
has come into force. 

Put in other words, most probably 
the parties will have to arbitrate their dis-
pute under the new rules, however differ-
ent from the old ones they might be. Nor-
mally, the parties do not even contem-
plate such a possibility when concluding 
the arbitration agreement and made their 
choice bearing in mind previous edition 
of the rules. In addition, new rules might 
have a number of opt-in and opt-out pro-
visions, which might be important for the 
parties and require additional agreement 
to be reached by them. 

Thus, in order to avoid “surprises” in ar-
bitration and to benefit from the new proce-
dural opportunities to the maximum extent,  
it would be useful to know at least the major 
changes of the arbitration rules most often 
chosen in transactions involving Ukrainian 
business, Ukrainian assets or other Ukrai-
nian elements. Such rules include, inter alia, 
ICC, Swiss Rules and VIAC. 

iCC
New version of the ICC Rules of 

Arbitration came into force on 1 Janua- 
ry 2012 and their new features have been 
extensively discussed by the arbitration 
practitioners, including in Ukraine. Thus, 
arbitration users are already familiar with 
them. And there is no need to explain 
their major changes in details. However, 
for the purposes of further comparison 
with other rules revision it would be use-
ful just to outline the most important 
changes introduced to the ICC Rules 
from Ukrainian users’ perspective. Such 
changes concern, inter alia: 

(i) Emergency arbitrator;
(ii) Jurisdictional challenge (prima 

facie jurisdictional assessment by ICC 
Court);

(iii) Appointment and confirmation 
of arbitrators (arbitrator’s statement of 
availability & impartiality, direct ap-
pointment of arbitrator by ICC Court 

(without involvement of the ICC na-
tional committee));

(iv) Case-management procedure 
(case management conference, use of the 
management techniques, etc);

(v) Multi-party and multi-contract 
arbitration (issues of consolidation and 
joinder).

swiss rules
The revised Swiss Rules of Inter-

national Arbitration (the Swiss Rules) 
came into force on 1 June 2012.

Institution
One of the changes is structural one 

to allow more extensive case administra-
tion under these rules. The new name of 
the arbitration institution is the Swiss 
Chambers’ Arbitration Institution. Its 
administering body is now called the Ar-
bitration Court (the Court).

Emergency Arbitrator
One of the novelties of the revised 

Swiss Rules is emergency relief proceed-
ings (Article 43). The latter provides the 
claimant with an opportunity to request 
interim measures before the tribunal is 
constituted. Respective application for 
emergency relief is to be considered by a 
sole emergency arbitrator within 15 days. 
His or her decision shall have the same 
effect as a decision of an arbitral tribunal 
on interim measures of protection pursu-
ant to Article 26 of the Swiss Rules.

Joinder
According to Article 4(2) of the 

Swiss Rules: where one or more third 
persons request to participate in arbitral 
proceedings already pending under the 
Swiss Rules or where a party to pend-
ing arbitral proceedings under the Swiss 
Rules requests that one or more third 
persons participate in the arbitration, 
the arbitral tribunal shall decide on such 
request, after consulting with all of the 
parties, including the person or persons 
to be joined, taking into account all the 
relevant circumstances.

Consolidation 
Pursuant to Article 4(1) of the Swiss 

Rules, where a notice of arbitration is 
submitted between parties already in-
volved in other arbitral proceedings 
under the Swiss Rules, the Court may 
decide, after consulting with the parties 

Development of international arbitration and its 
wide use as an effective means for international 
dispute resolution poses new challenges to arbi-
tration institutions all over the world.  Their re-
action to these challenges might be particularly 

interesting to potential arbitration users, especially to those 
who have already concluded arbitration agreement in favour of 
one or another institution.  

First, the principle in economics that “demand creates its 
own supply” in the arbitration world has caused creation of 
many national and regional arbitration institutions offering ser-
vices for administration of arbitral proceedings. 

Second, the constantly growing number of arbitration insti-
tutions provoked growth in competence among them for arbi-
tration users and respective “market” share of arbitration cases.

Third, arbitration users become more exacting, since the 
complexity of international transactions and disputes arising 
out of them requires more sophisticated procedural tools in 
arbitration.

These major factors have prompted many arbitration insti-
tutions to adopt new rules in order to look more attractive for 
potential arbitration users. This trend concerns both national/re-
gional institutions and world major arbitration centres, and only in 
2012-2013 includes the arbitration rules of AAA, CIETAC, ICC, 
HCIAC, PCA, SIAC, VIAC and Swiss Rules to name but a few.

This “beauty contest” requires that arbitration users care-
fully analyse the introduced amendments, even more so if their 
arbitration agreements have been concluded before adoption 
of new rules and the expectations of parties as to the arbitral 
proceedings might have been based on a previous edition of re-
spective rules. 

The majority of arbitration agreements do not specify the 
particular edition of chosen institutional arbitration rules. If so, 
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and any confirmed arbitrator in all pro-
ceedings, that the new case shall be con-
solidated with the pending arbitral pro-
ceedings. The Court may proceed in the 
same way where a notice of arbitration is 
submitted between parties that are not 
identical to the parties in the pending 
arbitral proceedings. When rendering 
its decision, the Court shall take into ac-
count all the relevant circumstances, in-
cluding the links between the cases and 
the progress already made in the pending 
arbitral proceedings. 

Settlement
Another novel is the provision re-

garding settlements in Article 15(8) of 
the Swiss Rules.

With the agreement of each of the 
parties, the arbitral tribunal may take 
steps to facilitate the settlement of the 
dispute before it. Any such agreement 
by a party shall constitute a waiver of its 
right to challenge an arbitrator’s impar-
tiality based on the arbitrator’s participa-
tion and knowledge acquired in taking 
the agreed steps.

ViAC
A new version of the Rules of Arbi-

tration and Conciliation of the Interna-
tional Arbitral Centre of the Austrian 
Federal Economic Chamber in Vienna 
(Vienna Rules) took effect on 1 July 2013  
and applies to all proceedings initiated 
on or after that date. 

Some of the most important changes 
are summarized below:

Joinder of third parties 
One of the most important novelties 

in the Vienna Rules concerns the joinder 
of a third party in an arbitration. 

According to Article 14 of the new 
Vienna Rules the joinder, as well as the 
manner of such joinder, shall be decided 
by the arbitral tribunal upon the request 
of a party or a third party after hearing all 
parties and the third party to be joined as 
well as after considering all the relevant 
circumstances. 

Consolidation of Arbitration Pro-
ceedings

The New Vienna Rules introduce 
more detailed provisions regarding con-
solidation and entrusts this issue to the 
Board of the VIAC.

According to Article 15 of the New 
Vienna Rules, two or more proceedings 
may be consolidated upon a party’s re-
quest if the parties agree to the consoli-
dation; or the same arbitrator(s) was/
were nominated or appointed; and the 
place of arbitration in all of the arbitra-

tion agreements on which the claims are 
based is the same. 

The Board shall consider all relevant 
circumstances in its decision, includ-
ing the compatibility of the arbitration 
agreements and the respective stage of 
the proceedings.

Confirmation of an Arbitrator’s 
Nomination

The new Vienna Rules now requires 
confirmation of an arbitrator’s nomina-
tion made by the party/parties or the 
co-arbitrators. Pursuant to Article 19 af-
ter an arbitrator has been nominated, the 
Secretary General shall confirm the 
nominated arbitrator, if no doubts exist 
as to the impartiality or independence of 
the arbitrator or his ability to carry out 
his mandate. 

The nominated arbitrator shall be 
deemed appointed only upon such con-
firmation.

Expedited Procedure
The New Vienna Rules give parties 

an opportunity to opt for an expedited 
arbitration procedure in their arbitration 
agreement or if the parties subsequently 
agree to their application. The procedure 
is regulated in Article 45 and differs from 
the regular proceedings mainly in short-
ened deadlines for several procedural 
steps.

Costs
The New Vienna Rules provide the 

claimants with a new tool against a re-
spondent who refuses to pay their part 
of the advance on costs. According to 
Article 42(4) if the claimant pays the 
respondent’s share in such a situation it 
may further request the arbitration tri-
bunal to order the non-paying party to 
reimburse the paying party by a separate 
award or other appropriate form. Such 
decision does not affect the arbitration 
tribunal’s authority and obligation to de-
termine the final allocation of costs.

Further 
DeVelopmeNts

The LCIA also recently released its 
Draft Rules 2014. In fact, the Draft fol-
lows the well-known approach of the 
LCIA of light administration of disputes. 
Among the more substantive additions 
the proposed introduction of an “emer-
gency arbitrator” procedure as an alter-
native to urgent appointment of a tribu-
nal. The most controversial proposals to 
include as Annex “General Guidelines 
for the Parties’ Legal Representatives,” 
which are “intended to promote gener-
ally the good and equal conduct of the 
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Sayenko Kharenko is Ukraine’s leading 
law firm with an internationally oriented 
full-service practice and a Ukrainian law 
representative office in London.

In 2013, Sayenko Kharenko collected 
the national Law Firm of the Year Award three times, 
having been recognized Ukraine’s best team both by 
IFLR European Awards 2013, Who’s Who Legal Awards 
2013, and Yuridicheskaya Practika Legal Awards 2013. 
The firm remains the unrivaled leader in Ukraine by 
project volume, and has been named No.1 in terms of 
the number of the largest projects in Ukraine for nine 
years in a row, according to Top 50 Law Firms research 
by Yuridicheskaya Practika Publishing.

The firm specializes in complex cross-border and 
local transactions and regularly handles the largest 
and most innovative projects in the areas of:

— Antitrust
— Banking and finance
— Capital markets
— Corporate and M&A
— Debt restructuring
— Government relations
— IP
— Investment projects
— International arbitration
— International trade
— Labor and employment
— Litigation
— Real estate
— Taxation
— White-collar crime

About its International Arbitration Practice Group

It advises clients on all aspects of international 
arbitration, starting from pre-dispute stage to post-
award stage of enforcing final arbitral awards. 

The firm’s arbitration lawyers have deep insight 
into the arbitral proceedings built on their experience 
of serving as arbitrators, legal counsel and experts. 
The team handled over 80 arbitrations under a variety 
of arbitration rules covering all major spheres of 
international business.

Sayenko Kharenko

parties’ legal representatives appearing by name within the ar-
bitration proceedings” and granting specific powers to impose 
sanctions on a party’s legal representatives for their violation. 

So, evidently the said process of innovations shall continue. 

CoNClusioN
All the above makes it clear that the peculiarities and proce-

dural innovations of the rules are to be taken into account when 
drafting an arbitration clause for particular contract or dispute. 
It would probably make sense to avoid “default clauses” and to 
carefully consider all applicable “opt-in” or “opt-out” clauses 
when choosing the place and rules for your dispute so as to 
make a timely and well-weighted choice.


